Variations on incremental interpretation by Johnson, Mark & Shieber, Stuart
 
Variations on incremental interpretation
 
 
(Article begins on next page)
The Harvard community has made this article openly available.
Please share how this access benefits you. Your story matters.
Citation Stuart M. Shieber and Mark Johnson. Variations on incremental
interpretation. Journal of Psycholinguistic Research, 22(2):287-
318, March 1993. The original publication is available at
www.springerlink.com.
Published Version doi:10.1007/BF01067835
Accessed February 17, 2015 1:07:00 PM EST
Citable Link http://nrs.harvard.edu/urn-3:HUL.InstRepos:2032468
Terms of Use This article was downloaded from Harvard University's DASH
repository, and is made available under the terms and conditions
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